
The Aesthetic Skin Clinic is
pleased to have our Star
Surgeon Mr. Nick Percival,
FRCS in the house.

Mr. Nick Percival is one of the foremost
cosmetic surgeons in the UK (Tatler
magazine).  A specialist in modern facelift
techniques, he was one of the first
surgeons to employ the minimal access
cranial suspension (MACS) face-lifting
technique.  He is an international expert in
facial rejuvenation, lecturing widely in the
UK and internationally.  Medically trained
at UCL in London and a post-graduate
lecturer at Stanford University in the US.
He is a Fellow of the Royal College of
Surgeons and is a member of the British
Association of Aesthetic Plastic Surgeons,
BAAPS.  He was formally a consultant

plastic surgeon at the NHS Charing Cross
Hospital and is co-founder of the Institute
of Cosmetic and Re-constructive Surgery,
which trains young surgeons to undertake
cosmetic procedures. 

He has appeared on best selling TV
programmes, Extreme Makeover, Make
Me Perfect and Cosmetic Surgery School.
He is also a regular contributor to TV
programmes, magazines, newspaper
articles and cosmetic surgery journals.  

He undertakes a wide range of cosmetic
surgery procedures, including breast
augmentation, body contouring,
rhinoplasty and facial rejuvenation, 
using a combination of surgical and
minimally invasive techniques for a more
comprehensive and sophisticated result.

Every face tells a story...

...what’s yours?

Competition Winner...
Congratulations to our winner, Joanne A,
who has won the Thermage body
treatment.  We had so many great entries
but this was our favourite: 

Mirror mirror on the wall I don't like looking at me anymore
My skin is dull and lumpy and bumpy 
And although I'm not cross I seem to look grumpy
My jowls are befriending my chins never ending
So to ASC my face I am sending

I sit in the waiting room with coffee provided
The treatment I'll have, not yet decided
In to the consulting room I am then led, I sit on a chair
(and not on the bed)
The doctor is very polite as he examines my face
And kindly reassures me I am not a hopeless case

I leave the clinic with spirits uplifted
My face will soon follow, that doctor is gifted
But first things first my complexion is to be sorted
Fraxel may feel a little uncomfortable but I won't 
be thwarted

The big day comes and quickly goes
My face is left feeling hot, I have a definite glow
Feeling a little anxious I give the clinic a call, 
the nurse is very nice, they don't mind at all
My symptoms are typical I am assured 
I re-read the pamphlet, she's right, of course

Wonder of wonder three days have now passed
I see clearly before me new dewy skin at long last
Two more treatments they say I must endure, 
I don't mind if this is the cure
A small price to pay for my skin is already glistening
To any sceptics out there this girl isn't listening

Fraxel completed, its time for the next phase
I am excited about Thermage, you'll have heard of it, 
its all the rage
My doctor tells me to his friends he does gift it
I am so happy that without surgery my face he can lift it

The results for me were instant but subtle, 
you see no one can tell
But everyone mentions that I'm looking so well
It didn't take long and didn't really hurt at all
I went straight back to work, now that's pretty cool

Mirror mirror on the wall I'm a lot fairer than I was before
It cost me some money, some time and some pain
But through it all my confidence I did gain
My face now matches how I feel inside and from the
public I no longer wish to hide

ASC definitely helped me
So don't be nervous and don't be shy
I'd do it again, in the blink of a much firmer looking eye
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NIP TUCK

Colour me Perfect
Wake up to a beautiful, more
radiant you...
We are pleased to announce that celebrity 
make-up artist Jacquie Callaghan will be 
offering a range of new semi-permanent 
make-up treatments at our clinic in Jersey.

“I love making women look
beautiful and more youthful.”
Jacquie has trained with Debra Robson-Lawrence
who pioneered semi-permanent make-up over 20
years ago and developed the ultra delicate FAME®

(Facial Aesthetic Micro Enhancement) technique
which reconstructs eyebrows by precisely
replicating individual hairs.

Other treatments include
•  Soft lash definer
•  Volume line definer
•  Latino eyeliner
•  Soft-lip perfecting contour
•  Lip blush

For more information about treatments visit www.askinclinic.co.uk




